## Think It Out - Crossword Puzzle Cues

### Across

2. Scottish for pretty  
4. cooking device  
5. Group of individuals with a sense of group identity  
7. you do this get some one’s attention when using a phone  
9. moisture forming on plants overnight  
10. traditional southern woman’s name  
11. unit of measure, less than a bushel  
14. opposite of dark  
15. opposite of sad  
16. an adjective meaning a combination of silly-stupid-simple  
18. people who care for and generally like one another  
19. present tense of the verb in “you got mail”

### Down

1. two word name of a US originating sports activity using gloves, a bat, and a ball  
2. This word is featured in Hamlet’s soliloquy  
3. from north of the Mason-Dixon line in the US  
6. a term of endearment, or a greeting used by waitresses just trying to be quickly friendly  
8. system of travel designed to haul many people from one place to another along a track  
10. a gross motor skill typically mastered by children by aged 6-8 years – lost in adulthood due to lack of rehearsal  
12. green device used for self-transport in cities, villages, and in the country, as long as the road is fairly smooth  
13. the entire amount  
17. a busy buzzing creature less one “e”